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1. INTRODUCTION
Hierarchy is a common and effective way of organizing data and representing their relationships at different levels of abstraction. However, hierarchical data dependencies cause difficulties in the estimation of “separable” models that can distinguish between the entities in the hierarchy. Extracting separable models of hierarchical entities requires us to take their relative position into account and to consider the different types of dependencies in the hierarchy. In this paper, we present an investigation of the effect of separability in text-based entity classification and argue that in hierarchical classification, a separation property should be established between entities not only in the same layer, but also in different layers.

2. RESULTS
There are two types of dependencies in the hierarchies: i) \textit{Horizontal dependency}, which refers to the relations of entities in the same layer. For example the dependency between siblings which have some commonalities in terms of being descendants of the same entity. ii) \textit{Vertical dependency}, which addresses the relations between ancestors and descendants in the hierarchy. For example the relation between root and other entities. Due to the existence of two-dimensional dependencies between entities in the hierarchy, modeling them results in overlapping models that are do not clearly distinguish the different entities. As a concrete example, consider a simple hierarchy of a multi-party parliament—with MPs, parties, and status, that is, government or opposition—which determines different categories relevant to the different layers of membership in the parliament, and we can classify these entities based on text of their speeches in parliament.

Separation in the data or feature space is a favorable property that not only helps to improve for ranking or classification algorithms, but also brings out characteristic features for human inspection. Figure 1 illustrates two different ways of modeling two entities, in the status layer of the parliamentary hierarchy, i.e., government and opposition. Each model is a probability distribution over terms (language model) based on the speeches given by all the members in the corresponding status. In each figure, we sort the terms based on their weights in one of the models, and plot the other in the same order. Although distributions over terms in Figure 1 (left) for two classes are different, they do not suggest highly separable representations for classes. However, estimated language models in Figure 1 (right) provide highly separable distributions over terms for two classes, identifying the characteristic terms that uniquely represent each class, and can be directly interpreted. Moreover, the language models in Figure 1 (right) select a small set of characteristic features, making it easy to learn effective classifiers for classes of interest.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Our main findings are the following. First, we analyse the importance of separability on the data representation in the task of classification and based on that, we introduce a “Strong Separation Principle” for optimizing expected effectiveness of classifiers decision based on separation property. Second, we present Hierarchical Significant Words Language Models (HSWLM) which capture all, and only, the essential features of hierarchical entities according to their relative position in the hierarchy resulting in horizontally and vertically separable models. Third, we validate our claims on real world data and demonstrate that how HSWLM improves the accuracy of classification and how it provides transferable models over time. Although discussions in this paper focus on the classification problem, the models are applicable to any information access tasks on data that has, or can be mapped to, a hierarchical structure.
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